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DEFLATIONARY (DEF) OFFICIAL WEBSITES
DEF TOKEN: https://deflationarytoken.com 

DEF SWAP: https://defswap.finance 

DEF PAY: https://defpaywallet.com 
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PURPOSE

not required before making online purchases at most retail platforms like Shopify and
more.

DEF is the native utility token for the DEFswap Finance platform. DEF is a true deflationary
token with a use case and a goal of creating financial literacy. DEF tokens can also be used to
purchase DEF NFTs directly from the NFT store. Converting DEF token into fiat is

https://deflationarytoken.com/
https://defswap.finance/
https://defpaywallet.com/
https://defnftstore.com/


DEF SWAP FINANCE
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DEFPAY - CRYPTO PAYMENT WALLET AND DEBIT CARD

DEFswap is a decentralized exchange (DEX) native to the BNB Chain. It is similar to
Pancakeswap, which allows users to buy and sell tokens without a middleman. Traders
have to pay a fee of around 0.25% of each transaction. The majority of the fee (0.20%)
goes to liquidity providers, 0.05% goes to the DEFswap treasury. DEF token cannot be
minted. This gives DEFswap an advantage over similar Decentraliz ed Exchanges, which
have no hard cap for their native tokens and infinite tokens can be minted. The higher
percentage payout by DEFswap to liquidity provider is also an unmatched advantage to
generate users. 

DEFpay is your go to wallet for paying with virtual Debit Cards worldwide. Easily Pay for
your purchases in stores or online. DEFpay will allow for the integration of a virtual Debit
Card to be used for everyday transactions. A physical DEF Debit Card will also be
available for use in stores, online and ATMs. Pay with Crypto without the hassle. 



TOKENOMICS

Token Name:                                      Deflationary 

Decimals:                                             9

 

Tax:                                                                
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Three Percent is charged on every transaction

Token Symbol:                                    DEF

Total/Max Supply (100%):                    4,000,000,000,000,000 (4 Quadrillion)

Network:                                               BNB, FANTOM, ETH, POLYGON Chains

Bridge LP contract - 10T

Team Token - 4T

Pancakeswap 30T

DEFswap(ETH, FTM,
MATIC Pairs) - 27T

Swap Treasury - 8T

DEFswap BNB Pair - 9T

Airdrop / MKT - 2T

CEX Listings - 20T

Uniswap, Quickswap,
Spookyswap - 90T



Deflationary (DEF) token Smart Contract Address is the same on all available
Blockchains

BNB Chain (Binance Smart Chain)

POLYGON Chain

ETHEREUM Chain

FANTOM Chain

0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f 

SECURITY
Security is FIRST in any crypto project. If a smart contract is not secure, the entire project is
useless. Even when the contract is secure, the project team can still create damage as bad
actors. DEF smart contract already passed the security audit and ranks favorably on
multiple smart contract address checker platforms. Community safety is also key to 
making life harder for bad actors while keeping crypto space safer. Always Do Your Own
Research by looking for the DEF logo and match it with the contract address. This will 
help make sure you are interacting with the real token. DEF token is NOT mineable, 
therefore, no additional tokens will ever be minted 
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CONTRACT ADDRESS



BLOCKCHAIN EXPLORER LINKS
BNB Smart Chain: 

https://bscscan.com/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f

Polygon Chain: 

https://polygonscan.com/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f

Ethereum Chain: 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f

Fantom Chain: 

https://ftmscan.com/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f
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Holders have a self custody wallet. As the industry grows, it is important that the users
understand the big responsibility that comes with being your own bank (BYOB). 

DEF NFT
Quality Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) with the most affordable price, is the best way to
create value for the NFT market over time. Collectors should be able to collect NFTs

quality, unique and affordable NFTs for collectors. 

The DEF Educational Blog will promote financial literacy worldwide. Educating the
general public about past and future of Money, and understanding inflation, is key to
the future of financial independence. Blockchain is Decentralized and most Cryptocurrency

without the fear of a future massive price collapse. DEF NFT will focused on creating

CRYPTO EDUCATION

https://bscscan.com/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f
https://polygonscan.com/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f
https://etherscan.io/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f
https://ftmscan.com/token/0x0091371eaef2da68c8dd77975358c91e8570640f


ROADMAP
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Phases 01

Oct. 2022 to Feb. 2023
Research and Development 

Space

Phases 03

Phases 02

Grow User Base Worldwide
Continued Adaptation into the Growing

Form Partnerships
Documentation and
Company formation

Listing on various data tracking
Launch DEF Token

platforms

DEX listings and Airdrop campaign
Create Bridges to the Blockchains

List on various voting sites

Launch DEFswap

List DEF/USDT on DEFswap

List DEFswap on CMC, CG, Unicrypt
DEFpay Wallet Release
DEF Debit Card

Create whitepaper
Finalize Roadmap

Legal Opinion

Fully Accessible Website

Promote Financial Literacy
Sept. 2023 to Future

Jan. 2023 to Sept. 2023



This document is merely informative and does imply a contractual relationship. This white
paper is not a prospectus of any sort and is not an offer of securities or a solicitation for
investment. Tokens are not stocks, securities or other financial instruments or rights and
entail no rights to receive or participate in future profits, revenue or financial gains.
Moreover, the tokens are not a value storage asset and do not convey any intellectual
property rights. 
The terms used and defined herein do not hold any effective or legal meaning of the 
same terms outside of this document, the websites or the platform. Deflationary (DEF)
token does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or
other exercise of company governance. 

This document is not investment advice and we are not responsible for the decisions you
take based on the information contained herein. Crypto/digital asset activity is hazardous,
high-risk, highly volatile and entails security risks as well as the potential lack of economic
results, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, loss of value, theft, hacking, complete loss 
of Tokens, etc. This document does not imply a promise or warranty related to the future
use or existence of the Tokens. By purchasing the Tokens you assume all risks and there
shall be no possible legal action against us in case of failure, non-performance or non
implementation of the platform. 

We shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise arising from your reliance on the content of this
document. We do not represent or warrant (i) the merchantability, availability, 
performance, functionality, value, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, title or
noninfringement of any law or regulation of the Tokens; (ii) that this document is accurate
and error free and does not infringe any third-party rights; (iii) the development of the
platform and other functionalities detailed herein. 
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RISK DISCLAIMER




